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Te coronavirus invaded the world in late 2019. It includes many subtypes, majorly severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS). Jordan has faced enormous hardships in dealing with the abrupt spread of the
coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. Jordan has taken severe and deterring measures to combat the disease’s
spread, such as closing Jordanian schools and institutions. Medical imaging professionals (MIPs) play a vital role in corona
patients’ diagnosis, management, and treatment planning, and their awareness is essential to understand. Tis study focuses on
medical imaging professionals (MIPs) and their aid in COVID-19 planning. Te knowledge and perception of the COVID-19
pandemic were assessed using a live cross-sectional survey conducted during the outbreak. Medical imaging professionals and
trainees in private, military, and government hospitals provided data. Regarding the diagnosis of COVID-19, the researchers have
found that molecular biology techniques are the frst line of defence, whereas nasopharyngeal swabs and the polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) are also prevalent among medical professionals for COVID-19 testing. Overall, medical imaging experts and
interns in Jordan exhibited expected levels of knowledge and perception.Tey advised following the CDC andWHO guidelines in
their healthcare settings to ofer an acceptable approach during the pandemic.

1. Introduction

In China in December 2019, doctors identifed the frst case
of a respiratory illness caused by the coronavirus disease of
2019 (COVID-19) [1]. It has a large viral family tree with

viruses including severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS),
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS), and COVID-19,
all of which belong to the coronavirus genus [2]. Te World
Health Organization (WHO) called this virus-prompted
illness COVID-19 and reacted quickly. On January 30, 2020,
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it became a pandemic and required worldwide joint eforts
[3]. Jordan confronted a sizable project with signifcant and
quick unfolding of this unknown new epidemic and in-
corporated stringent guidelines to confront the ailment. As a
result, Jordanian faculties and universities were closed, and
access to the clinic was limited to active patients with intense
medical diseases. Until August 2020, 1869 cases were re-
ported in Jordan.

Most COVID-19-afected individuals report fever, dry
cough, weakness, nausea, and myalgia, as well as a loss of the
ability to smell or taste [4]. However, infection with the
coronavirus has been associated with acute hearing loss, and
researchers are currently determining the causes [5, 6]. Te
medical situation regarding COVID-19 is complicated, with
severe instances resulting in severe pneumonia, acute
breathing misery syndrome, organ failure, and even death
[3].

COVID-19 individuals continue to have hypertension,
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cerebrovascular disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), malig-
nancies, chronic renal disease, and smoking, which are
connected to minimal survival and greater mortality rates.
Extreme bronchial allergies are also hospitalisation risks.
Due to comorbidity, death rates have risen with the age
factor. Similarly, child mortality rates rise slightly. However,
male mortality rates are greater due to smoking [5, 6].

Te disease contaminates through coughing and
sneezing droplets from symptomatic and asymptomatic
patients, which stay on body surfaces for days until elimi-
nated via antiseptics containing hydrogen peroxide, sodium
hypo-chloride, etc. [4]. Te incubation stages of coronavirus
difer on all surfaces, with 2–14 days on the skin, 3 hours on
plastic, and 72 hours on stainless steel; with varying median
common t1/2 (approximately 1.1 to 1.2 hours in aerosols, 5.6
hours on stainless steel, and 6 to 8 hours on plastic) that
complicate disinfection methods. Human transmissions
were seen within family circles and among colleagues [3]. As
the spread of the disease is through physical touch with other
contaminated humans and surfaces; therefore, social dis-
tancing is the ultimate shield.

Medical imaging professionals (MIPs) play a pivotal role
in decision-making and performing vital tests on COVID
patients. Tey can be benefcial for diferential prognosis of
COVID-19 and following up the development of further
symptomatic viral respiration diseases [5, 6]. Adherence to
control measures via healthcare vendors of MIPs is essential.
It is motivated by their know-how and experience, attitudes,
and perceptions in the direction of COVID-19 because
photograph prognosis is the second degree for COVID-19
verifcation after a blood test [3, 4].

Te researchers located that the frst-line technique for
diagnosing COVID-19 is molecular biology techniques. Te
accountable employees use nasopharyngeal swabs with a
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) because of their
maximum accuracy [7]. Chest radiography (CXR) is the
complete imaging technique which is used when there are
suspected instances of COVID-19 contamination. Portable
radiographs are generally used to prevent transmission of
the disease as transportation might increase the chance of

contact [5, 6]. Chest CT is the most accurate for early de-
tection even for asymptomatic patients [8]. Te use of
computed tomography (C.T) modality in diagnosing the
asymptomatic suggests unusual ground-glass capacities that
might be prevalent COVID-19 imaging symptoms. After CT
analysis and repeating molecular checks some days later, it
becomes generally visible that the outcomes of the molecular
reviews have been positive. Ultrasound can also diagnose
youngsters and pregnant women and can be saved through
ionizing radiation therapy. However, its diagnostic char-
acteristic stays to be determined [5, 6].

Optimal protocols for coping with infections should be
fnished beneath the radiology departments to lower the
feasible dangers of transmitting the ailment to medical
imaging professionals (MIPs) and other healthcare em-
ployees. Qu [3] advises using synthetic intelligence to op-
timize contamination prevention while computed
tomography (CT) scanning. Tis machine permits radiog-
raphers to train the patient and manipulate the computed
tomography (CT) scanner without leaving the room. Tese
investigations demonstrated that equipping computed to-
mography (CT) scanners with an artifcial intelligence, and
automatic scanning will appreciably lowers the chance of
contagion among radiographers. In addition, all healthcare
employees in the cleansing system and exam rooms should
be educated about decontamination techniques, and de-
partmental radiology managers should scrutinize contami-
nation-control tactics to enhance protection [6].

Te function of scientifc imaging inside the COVID-19
pandemic is crucial. As front-line workers, medical imaging
professionals (MIPs) need to know about problems with
imaging COVID-19 patients so they can continue to protect
patient safety, care for patients who are upset, and improve
imaging quality as a tool for better, more accurate diagnosis.
Most importantly, MIPs have to be aware of tactics to stay
wholesome at some point of the COVID-19 pandemic while
efciently using the valuable resource of a nonpublic pro-
tecting system (PPE). It ensures that each one of their
workstations is properly decontaminated to reduce further
dangers [6]. During the COVID-19 outbreak in India,
Kotian et al. [4] discovered that MIPs have minimal
knowledge of the disease management and no reasonable
practices were conducted. On the contrary, the scientifc
experts had well know-how regarding the indication and
symptoms of the coronavirus. Te authors in [9] conducted
a questionnaire-based survey taken from two groups in-
cluding general public and health care professionals from
India about COVID-19 symptoms, and most of the par-
ticipants reported that breathing difculty is the main
symptom for taking medical help. In Jordan, the control
facilitates and emergency requirements were well controlled
during COVID-19 times. Tis study investigates the per-
ceptions among MIPs regarding the coronavirus pandemic.

Radiology modalities have been known to aid the
medical feld in various ways, and it has been exceptionally
helpful in the recent COVID-19 pandemic that hit the world
by a storm. A pneumonia outbreak of unknown origin was
reported in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, in December
2019. Tis outbreak, also known as severe acute respiratory
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syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), has resulted in a
serious worldwide pandemic with signifcant public health
concerns. It has undergone several mutations that will drive
viral evolution, have an impact on the virus’s transmissibility
and pathogenicity, as well as the immune escape and de-
velopment of therapeutic resistance.

In March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO)
declared an “epidemic outbreak” of this contagious respira-
tory illness. Te family Coronaviridae, subfamily Orthocor-
onavirinae, and genus Beta coronavirus all contain the SARS-
CoV-2 virus. An enveloped virus called SARS-CoV-2 has a
single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome of 29,903 nu-
cleotides and 11 open reading frames (ORFs) that encode 29
proteins. In collaboration with numerous governmental or-
ganizations, more than 80 businesses and research institutions
from around the world are working to create an efcient
vaccine. Six licensed vaccinations have so far been registered.
Tere are currently no licensed medications for COVID-19,
and pharmaceutical researchers are rushing from develop-
ment to clinical trials to identify new medications [10].

During this pandemic, radiology modalities played an
essential role in the surveillance of cases, development,
treatment, and diagnosis of (SARS-CoV-2). Common im-
aging methods include computed tomography and chest
radiography. Rapid and precise disease identifcation is
required for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) testing.
Akudjedu et al. [11] presented a comprehensive review
methodology for the global focus of the COVID-19 pan-
demic on clinical radiography. Te methodology was based
on data from primary studies that used qualitative, quan-
titative, and mixed approach design concepts from a variety
of databases (Scopus/PubMed). Te authors also proposed
some suggestions for future services. Tis has demonstrated
the value of medical imaging. Since pneumonia character-
ized the majority of COVID-19 patients, medical imaging
became essential for making an early diagnosis and gauging
the severity of the disease. In addition, the SARS epidemic
served as an example of how medical imaging plays a key
role in infectious illness outbreaks [12]. Some of the re-
searchers [13] discussed the signifcance of using artifcial
intelligence in the medical feld, in general, and in medical
imaging and radiology operations in particular, in order to
combat the COVID-19 pandemic. Future prospects of
COVID-19 are focused mostly on scientifc investigations,
such as questionnaire surveys [14], medical imaging tech-
niques, and nanotechnology components [15].

Te remaining portion of the script is organised as
follows: Section 2 implicates the materials and methodology
followed in this work. Sections 3 and 4 describe the
experimented results and relative discussion of the main
motive of the work. Section 5 refects the conclusion of the
script.

2. Materials and Methods

A live cross-sectional survey was conducted inside the
Jordan hospitals. At some point, the fast unfolding of
COVID-19 changed into an assessment and improved the
primary records of the approximate virus. Tese data are

accumulated from medical imaging professionals (MIPs) in
private, military, and authorities’ hospitals. Data were also
collected from 4th year clinical imaging students via a
Google-generated form. Te study’s method changed into
defned contributors and looked at the reason connected to
the questionnaire. A consent statement was added to the
questionnaire for each participant, and anonymous data
were conducted.

Te questionnaire utilised in this script includes three
parts. Te frst part contained demographic variables of the
contributor, namely, gender, age, instructional level,
workplace, and job which are shown in Table 1.Te 2nd part
included 20 questions proposed to estimate the basic
knowledge of medical imaging professionals (MIPs) re-
garding COVID-19. Te questionnaire was supposed to
evaluate record sources, education revel in with COVID-19,
prognosis, control of COVID-19 patients, use of PPE,
protection protections, quarantine procedure, and con-
tamination prevention steps. Te listing of questions and
solutions are reported in Table 2. In the 0.33 part of the
questionnaire, a few questions were designed to clarify every
participant’s revel in the COVID-19 virus and their readi-
ness to address COVID-19 patients. Details are proven in
Table 3.

Te questions’ nature changed to closed, and all ques-
tions allowed for both agree-disagree options. To decide the
knowledge of a given participant, for the appropriate and
wrong solution, the marking changed into one and 0, re-
spectively. Data series accumulated. Te questionnaire
transformation was performed with inside the English
language. In the experimental look, 30 individuals tested the
anonymous questionnaire. Tese realistic looks at these
individuals are no longer carried out within the very last
evaluation, and this look is accredited using the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) in Jordan. Frequencies and possibilities
had been used to explain records. Te chi-rectangular looks
at changes were carried out to decide if there had been any
institutions among demographic variables and the ques-
tions. Te clinical imaging students’ degrees of know-how
and mindset were compared with clinical imaging workers’
solutions to reveal which organization became more in-
formed and aware. Te statistical evaluation was fnished
with statistical software (IBM SPSS v25 for windows; IBM
Corp, Armonk, NY).

3. Results

Tree hundred eight contributors fnished the questionnaire.
Te wide variety of medical imaging professionals (MIPs)
who fnished their research changed into 182. Te other 126
contributors have been trainee radiography students. Te
ratio of male to woman contributors changed from 49.40%
people to 50.60% women. Most of the contributors had a
bachelor’s diploma (73.10%), accompanied by a diploma
(24.00%) and a master’s diploma (2.90%), and no player had
a doctoral diploma in scientifc imaging. Participants have
been grouped in line with their age, with the 20–29 age
institution being the most enormous wide variety of con-
tributors with 72.40%.
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Table 2: Responses from participants about their knowledge of COVID-19.

Q.No Questions YES (%) No (%)

1 Te main clinical symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, tiredness, and dry cough. 299
(97.1) 9 (2.9)

2 COVID-19 can be transmitted through small droplets from the nose or mouth of an infected person, but it
cannot spread through airborne transmission.

185
(60.1)

123
(39.9)

3 Te best distance between people to avoid infection is 3 to 6 feet. 254
(82.5) 54 (17.5)

4 COVID-19 symptoms appear within 2–14 days. 273
(88.6) 35 (11.4)

5 It is possible for a COVID-19 positive person to show no symptoms. 287
(93.2) 21 (6.8)

6 Te person with COVID-19 cannot transmit the virus to others if he has no symptoms of COVID-19. 83 (26.9) 225
(73.1)

7 Not all persons with COVID-19 will develop a severe case. 230
(74.7) 78 (25.3)

8 Old people only can be infected with COVID-19. 28 (9.1)) 280 (90.9

9 Children and young adults do not need to take measures to prevent the infection by the COVID-19 virus. 28 (9.1) 280
(90.9)

10 Tere are more deaths in men than women. 83 (26.9) 225
(73.1)

11 Conventional X-ray is a reliable method of diagnosis for suspected COVID-19 patients. 86 (27.9) 222
(72.1)

12 CT is a reliable method of diagnosis for suspected COVID-19 patients. 213
(69.2) 95 (30.8)

13 Portable X-ray is the preferred modality in order to screen and follow up a patient with COVID-19. 154
(50.0)

154
(50.0)

14 Portable imaging equipment limits the transportation of infected patients and limits infection. 184
(59.7)

124
(40.3)

15 Ultrasound is preferred to be used to screen children and pregnant women. 161
(52.3)

147
(47.7)

16 Hand-washing technique is 7 steps to wash your hand properly. 255
(82.8) 53 (17.2)

17 Your department use “one clean, one in contact with patient” system to image the patient with COVID-19. 176
(57.1)

132
(42.9)

18 Te radiographic suite may need to be completely avoided 1 hour after scanning a suspected COVID-19
patient to disinfect the region and air exchange.

196
(63.6)

112
(36.4)

19 Te lead apron should be worn before wearing the personal protective equipment. 212
(68.8) 96 (31.2)

20 Artifcial intelligence is a suitable solution to reduce infection transmission. 169
(54.9)

139
(45.1)

Table 1: Demographic information of the study participant.

Characteristics No. of participants (%)

Gender Male 152 (49.4)
Female 156 (50.6)

Age groups

20–29 223 (72.4)
30–39 66 (21.4)
40–49 13 (4.2)

More than 50 6 (1.9)

Educational level

Diploma 74 (24.0)
B.A. 225 (73.1)
M.S. 9 (2.9)
Ph.D —

Workplace
Private hospitals 62 (20.1)
Military hospitals 110 (35.7)

Government hospitals 136 (44.2)

Job Radiographer 182 (59.1)
Intern student 126 (40.9)
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In contrast, the institution of contributors more than
ffty changed into the bottom wide variety with 1.90%.
Participants’ places of work have been authorities’ hospitals,
44.20%; navy hospitals, 35.70%; personal radiology de-
partments, 20.10%. Te demographic facts are proven in
Table 1.

Te results of questions relating to participant knowl-
edge of COVID-19 are provided in Table 2. Nearly all of the
individuals agreed that fever, exhaustion, and dry cough are
regular signs of COVID-19. 60.10% of the individuals shared
a piece of information that COVID-19might unfold through
the infamed individual’s nostril or mouth through tiny
droplets; however, it cannot develop through airborne
transmission, and thus, this is emitted from the mouth or
nostril when, for example, an infamed individual sneezes,
talks, or sings [16]. A small percent of the individuals dis-
agreed that a reasonable social distance had to keep away
from contamination. 11.40% of individuals disagreed with
the coronavirus incubation period and that COVID-19
symptoms appear within 2–14 days. 93.20% accept that there
are coronavirus-infamed suferers who now no longer show
of signs. Te query changed into requested if humans
should transmit the coronavirus if they had no signs. 26.9%
mistakenly determined that if someone with COVID-19 has
no symptoms and symptoms of COVID-19, the individual
could not infect others with the virus. 74.70% stated that now
no longer all people with COVID-19 might increase in
extreme cases. 9.10% of kids and adults are at risk of
coronavirus contamination, and now no more essential
precautions for prevention are required. 73.10%, in keeping
with cent, wrongly claimed to disagree that COVID-19 kills
more guys than women.

Multiple participants requested the most reliable tradi-
tional X-ray technique for diagnosing suspected coronavirus
cases. 27.90% of participants agreed with the traditional X-
ray technique, while 69.20% of the individuals agreed with
the use of the computed tomography (C.T) scan. 52.30% of
individuals agreed that the usage of ultrasound changed
enough to diagnose kids and pregnant women.

In contributors’ perspectives on using transportable
X-rays as a preferred modality to display screen and follow-
up of an afected person, contributors had been split, with
half of the contributors accepting that transportable X-rays
had been a powerful manner of monitoring infamed suf-
ferers. 59.70% of contributors claimed that transportable
X-rays save you from infection and from the unfolding of
sickness among suferers and radiographers. Te percentage
of contributors who knew that the suitable hand washing
method is a seven-step system is 82.80%. Only 57.10% knew
the “one clean, one in touch with the afected person”

system. 36.40% of the contributors now no longer agree that
the radiographic suites would want to be averted 1 hour after
scanning a suspected COVID-19 afected person for dis-
infection and air exchange. According to a cent of con-
tributors, the sporting of the lead apron earlier than the PPE
becomes hostile through 31.20%. 54.90% accepted the usage
of synthetic intelligence to save you from an infection.

In this work, the responses are recorded from the par-
ticipants who experienced COVID-19 infection. Complete
information was furnished in Table 3. 26.9% of contributors
underwent an RT-PCR swab. Only 36.0% of contributors
have acquired schooling to apply private defensive devices
safely. 24.4% of the contributors had colleagues infamed
with or suspected of getting the COVID-19 virus. When
requested approximately about their self-belief to address
and control COVID-19 suferers, 37.0% now no longer have
that degree of self-belief, and 39.6% of contributors had
imaged of a suspected or infamed person, according to the
number of contributors.

As shown in Figure 1, the sources of participants’ in-
formation about COVID-19 are varied. Most participants
receive their information from social networks, followed by
T.V. and radio screens, with the lowest percentage getting
their information from training courses.

Te majority of radiology societies still do not support
systematic CT screening for COVID-19 pneumonia during
this pandemic, despite the widespread usage of CT scans in
China as a screening tool. Te WHO fast advising guide on
the use of chest imaging in COVID-19 highlighted factors to
be considered when choosing imaging modalities, although
it refrained from prescribing particular imaging modalities
for certain patient groups. Tis might be explained by the
various societal standards and public health guidelines.
Contrary to chest radiography and RT-PCR, a CTscan has a
signifcantly better sensitivity despite having a relatively low

Source of participants information
about COVID-19

56.8%

77.6%

18.5%

43.5%

24%

DiscussionsTraining
courses

Social
Media

Online
courses

TV&
Radio

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Figure 1: Percentages of various sources of participants’
COVID-19 information.

Table 3: Responses from participants about COVID-19 experience.

Q. No Questions YES (%) NO (%)
1 You were subjected to RT-PCR swab. 83 (26.9) 255 (73.1)
2 Have you undergone the training for the safe use of PPE and manage the COVID-19 outbreak? 111 (36.0) 197 (64.0)
3 Did any technician in your department get or suspect COVID-19? 75 (24.4) 233 (75.6)
4 Do you have confdence in handling and managing a patient with COVID-19? 194 (63.0) 114 (37.0)
5 I previously had a radiograph of a patient infected with COVID-19. 122 (39.6) 186 (60.4)
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specifcity, and this is benefcial for individuals with certain
lung disorders who have them already, as well as when RT-
PCR test results come back negative. Medical imaging
professionals’ (MIPs) inadequate knowledge of the condi-
tion might hasten the transmission of infection.Te purpose
of the study was to ascertain MIPs’ knowledge and com-
prehension of COVID-19. At this crucial time, it is vital to
comprehend that medical imaging professionals (MIPs) are
aware of COVID-19. Te ongoing struggle against COVID-
19 continues to be of great concern. Because imaging di-
agnosis is the second step for COVID-19 confrmation after
a blood test, adherence to these control measures by medical
imaging healthcare providers is crucial to ensure fnal
success. Tis is greatly infuenced by their knowledge, at-
titudes, and practices (KAP) towards COVID-19 in accor-
dance with KAP theory. Te authors of this study focus on
medical imaging professionals (MIPs) and their aid in
COVID-19 planning. Te knowledge and perception of the
COVID-19 pandemic were assessed using a live cross-sec-
tional survey conducted during the outbreak. MIPs and
trainees in private, military, and government hospitals
provided data. Regarding the diagnosis of COVID-19, re-
searchers have found that molecular biology techniques are
the frst line of defense, whereas nasopharyngeal swabs and
the polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) are also prevalent
among medical professionals for COVID-19 testing. Te
authors concluded that medical imaging experts and interns
in Jordan exhibited expected levels of knowledge and per-
ception. Tey advised following the CDC and WHO
guidelines in their healthcare settings to ofer an acceptable
approach during the pandemic.

In analyzing the results using the chi-square test, there is
a signifcant diference in some questions between medical
imaging professionals (MIPs) and students, as shown in
Table 4. MIPs have more interaction with COVID-19 pa-
tients than students, so it is expected that the MIPs’ results
would be better.

4. Discussion

COVID-19 is a focal point of world dialogue and debate
within the media and the public. Te latest spike of COVID-
19 instances and transmissions has precipitated tensions to
growth for each person, including ftness authorities. Recent
research has proven that epidemics contribute to new or
deteriorating signs, including anxiety, panic assaults, and
depression [17]. Questions have been raised about how
rising COVID-19 statistics can help medical imaging pro-
fessionals (MIPs) in the ftness crisis. For this reason, for the
duration of the COVID-19 worldwide outbreak, it became
crucial to assess MIP’s know-how and belief of COVID-19
and the precautions and management needed.

In clinical articles, we located in clinical reports that
COVID-19 transmission happens via breathing droplets that
could develop the virus and result in contamination in others.
Usually, droplets do now no longer circulate greater than six
feet (about meters) and continue to be inside the air. It may be
transmitted via airborne routes. However, it is miles arguable
as to what diploma this happens in herbal situations and

contributes to the pandemic.Te distinction is the droplet size
to recognize the manner of transmitting. Smaller infectious
droplets (those residual debris are called droplet nuclei or
aerosols) may be airborne, while large infectious droplets are
too heavy to glide in midair [18]. Tese class structures hire
numerous arbitrary droplet diameter cut-ofs, from fve to ten
am, to categorize host-to-host transmission as droplets or
aerosol routes [19]. Underneath laboratory situations, re-
searchers observed that the COVID-19 virus remained pos-
sible inside the air for 3 hours [19]. Since we do now no longer
understand and carefully recognize this virus, taking airborne
precautions is a secure idea [20].

Our fndings are extensively steady with diferent esti-
mates for the exceptional social distance and incubation
length. Social space is crucial to saving you from infectious
sicknesses, including COVID-19 (coronavirus). It has been
proposed as one of the exceptional methods to display and
keep away from the unfolding of COVID-19. A greater huge
extent (82.1%) expressed to live as a minimum of 6 feet
(approximately 2m) from diferent humans in each indoor
and outside environment to exercise social or bodily dis-
tancing [21]. According to the fndings, the incubation
length of COVID-19 is 2–14 days, which is updated based on
the 88.6% responses from the contributors. COVID-19 takes
fve to six days to incubate. However, it may absorb to
fourteen days among viral publicity and symptom onset
[22]; 93.2% of respondents efectively said that a few
infamed humans have not had any symptoms at all. In
California, researchers studied the results of silent trans-
mission for the management of outbreaks of COVID-19.
Teir fndings display that quiet information of the ailment
is answerable for greater than 50 according to cent of the
general assault charge in attacks of COVID-19 for the du-
ration of the presymptomatic and asymptomatic stages [23].

Table 4: Comparison between radiographers and students’
knowledge of COVID-19.

Q. No
Radiographer(s) Student(s)

Chi-square
Yes (%) No (%) Yes (%) No (%)

1 179 (98.4) 3 (1.6) 120 (95.2) 6 (4.8) 0.167
2 106 (58.2) 76 (41.8) 79 (62.7) 47 (37.3) 0.478
3 151 (83.0) 31 (17.0) 103 (81.7) 23 (18.3) 0.879
4 164 (90.1) 18 (9.9) 109 986.5) 17 (13.5) 0.364
5 174 (95.6) 8 (4.4) 113 (89.7) 13 (10.3) 0.064
6 43 (23.6) 139 (76.4) 40 (31.7) 86 (68.3) 0.119
7 142 (78.0) 40 (22.0) 88 (69.8) 38 (30.2) 0.111
8 14 (7.7) 168 (92.3) 14 (11.1) 112 (88.9) 0.320
9 12 (6.6) 170 (93.4) 16 (12.7) 110 (87.3) 0.073
10 56 (30.8) 126 (69.2) 27 (21.4) 99 (78.6) 0.089
11 50 (27.5) 132 (72.5) 36 (28.6) 90 (71.4) 0.897
12 138 (75.8) 44 (24.2) 75 (59.5) 51 (40.5) 0.003∗
13 91 (50.0) 91 (50.0) 63 (50.0) 63 (50.0) 1.000
14 123 (67.6) 59 (32.4) 61 (48.4) 65 (61.6) 0.001∗
15 83 (45.6) 99 (54.4) 78 (61.9) 48 (38.1) 0.005∗
16 148 (81.3) 34 (18.7) 107 (84.9) 19 (15.1) 0.446
17 117 (64.3) 65 (35.7) 59 (46.8) 67 (53.2) 0.003∗
18 113 (62.1) 69 (37.9) 83 (65.9) 43 (34.1) 0.548
19 134 (73.6) 48 (26.4) 78 (61.9) 48 (38.1) 0.034∗
20 105 (57.7) 77 (42.3) 64 (50.8) 62 (49.2) 0.246
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Te researchers’ consequences imply that symptomatic
patients have minimal diferences from asymptomatic ones
[24]. According to an investigation performed in Ningbo,
China, asymptomatic patients transmitted the virus without
difculty in relation to people with symptoms; this fts our
hypothesis. At the same time, 26.9% incorrectly believed
there might be no virus transmission to others [24]. Younger
age is related to asymptomatic and slight infections, indi-
cating that kids are at similar risk for the pandemic. Testing
patients with current or past disease history is the most
dependable attribute to evaluate the superiority of asymp-
tomatic instances. 74.7% efectively responded that mild to
moderate symptoms were indicated leading to life-threat-
ening outcomes in a short span.

Te examination targeted fguring out medical imaging
professionals (MIPs) recognition of the COVID-19 virus’s
efect on one-of-a-kind age groups. 90% of human beings
efcaciously disagree with the arguments that COVID-19
can best afect the aged and youngsters and teenagers now no
longer want to take precautions to keep away from con-
tamination with the virus. Middle-elderly and older suferers
are more likely to expand complications and be hospitalized,
and they die than more youthful suferers. Chinese and
American studies conducted recently predicted that more
than 13% of patients who were 80 years of age or older would
die from COVID-19 cases, compared to 0.15 percentage
points of patients in their 30s and virtually 0% of patients
under the age of 20 [25, 26]. Te truth that vintage immune
structures are much less successful in doing away with viral
infections may also partly explain this, and infections of
COVID-19 ought to arise in youngsters; however, severe
infection is normally avoided. However, all age stages should
be vigilant to consider public protection and social distance.
With gender in mind, the survey’s locating at the query that
guys are much more likely to die than girls because of
COVID-19 contamination greatly surprised us; guys with
COVID-19 are much more likely to have negative conse-
quences and die, no matter age, even as women and men
have the equal prevalence [24]. Only 26.9% have the perfect
answer, which showed that guys die at a better price than
girls. For example, infuenza research has proven that older
guys seem to have more terrible efects than older girls
considering that there are intercourse variations with inside
the immune response. Men are more likely to consume
alcohol, which weakens their immune system and makes
them more susceptible to pneumonia. At least one principal
underlying ftness condition, consisting of diabetes, hy-
pertension, obesity, cardiovascular sickness, asthma, kidney
sickness, or persistent obstructive pulmonary disorder, is
disproportionately in all suferers which raise the risk of
COVID-19 [26–28]. Te prognosis of COVID-19 is asso-
ciated with the invention of viral ribonucleic acid [29] and
with the opposite polymerase chain reaction [30, 31], and
pulmonary involvement of COVID-19 can also stumble on
and is characterized through imaging [32]. Te survey in-
dicates that the imaging exercise of COVID-19 difers
worldwide, especially concerning using traditional CXR.Te
survey efects confrmed a big distinction with the inside
friendly imaging approach for diagnosing COVID-19

suferers. As proven with the attached tables, best 27.9% of
members indicated that traditional CXR is a secure manner
to stumble on the contamination of suspected suferers. In
comparison, 69.2% indicated that computed tomography
(CT) is extra reliable. In early/moderate sickness, CXR can
be expected. Still, it is easier to obtain than computed to-
mography (CT), and its miles are regarded as the primary
imaging modality for patients suspected of having COVID-
19 [33]. Computed tomography (CT) use varies notably;
maximum radiology departments do now no longer pre-
scribe regular CT screening to diagnose pneumonia of
COVID-19; however, they can achieve this in suferers
beneath investigation. Other studies’ fndings display that
chest computed tomography (CT) in suspected suferers is
touchy; however, now no longer particular to COVID-19
prognosis, indicating that computed tomography (CT)
might not be capable for diferent reasons for respiration
sickness COVID-19 contamination. Te negative sense of
the reference standards (RT-PCR) might also contribute to
those negative specifcities, as a few times, computed to-
mography (CT) can be extra touchy than RT-PCR [34, 35].
CXR is used more frequently than computed tomography
(CT) in asymptomatic suferers, representing higher get
entry to X-ray equipment. Half of the members desired
portable CXR rather than traditional CXR, even as the al-
ternative 1/2 had been towards it, indicating the extent of
uncertainty amongst MIPs approximately a way to diagnose
the virus. Te medical doctor network is predicated on
portable CXR because the pandemic progresses; because of
its availability and decreased contamination management
issues, it is likely to be the number one imaging modality
utilised in diagnosing and dealing with suferers of COVID-
19 [36]. Te examination clarifes the value of using ultra-
sound to identify and monitor COVID-19 patients in order
to assess how well clinical imaging branch staf are aware
that this is achievable. Half of the members agreed; that is
magnifcent. Lung US may also play a useful function with
going inside the diagnostic pathway and early detection of
COVID-19 pneumonia [35, 36]. It is an innovative approach
for detecting lung consolidation and symptoms of viral
pneumonia; U.S.fnding out is reportedly robust in shape
with chest X-ray and computed tomography (CT) fndings
[30, 37]. As such, it has miles useful for inspecting the lungs
of pregnant girls and youngsters to ofer a radiation-loose
point-of-care tool [38].Te Italian look cautioned a scientifc
approach for the overall performance of pulmonary ultra-
sound tests in pregnant girls. Tus, lung ultrasound can aid
in the diagnosis of COVID-19 in resource-constrained
settings where chest X-rays, CT, and RT-PCR are unavail-
able or have a long turnaround time. Radiographers are
pronounced as being at an excessive chance of contracting
and transmitting pathogens as they have close touch with
suferers and diferent hosts with those who suspected or
showed COVID-19. As such, radiographers ought to comply
with the usual protection; this is why, we focus our eforts on
fguring out the diploma to which MIPs are privy to pre-
vention and public protection approaches [37]. Te efects
display that more than 1/2 of the members use and recognize
the “one smooth, one in touch with the patient” device. More
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than 1/2 of medical imaging professional members indicated
with inside the fndings that synthetic intelligence ought to
lessen MIPs’ workload by permitting them to perform be-
havior tests with specifc positioning and automatic scan-
ning without leaving the management room, notably
decreasing the chance of infection and accelerating trying
out among technicians and suferers [39]. In indoor areas,
coronavirus-encumbered droplets can increase risky levels,
specifcally for people with negative airfow. Precise airfow
should always be maintained within the smooth painting
area [8]. After each suspected or infamed patient, deep
cleansing ought to be done, with a downtime of about one
hour. At some point during the COVID-19 outbreak, air
change charges should be multiplied in unique parts of the
radiology branch [38].

Te fndings suggest that more than seventy-fve percent
of members depended on social media as a supply of un-
derstanding. Social networking has blessings and drawbacks;
the prudent use of those structures can assist in hastily
distributing new relevant knowledge throughout a pan-
demic, alternate diagnostic, care, and observe-up protocols,
particularly for individuals who continue to be interior due
to the pandemic.Te downside is the capacity distribution of
fake facts and myths. So, it’s much better not to add to the
information epidemic and instead use the social community
to send information in a responsible way. Tis observation
also indicates that how college students are aware of the
COVID-19 pandemic and of its rapid increase compared to
the medical imaging experts. Medical imaging professionals
(MIPs) are extra-certifed and in touch with suferers.Tat is
a variance with college students as they watched the pan-
demic develop from their houses and stopped education in
hospitals. However, there are a few boundaries to this ob-
servation. It is an Internet cross-observation performed
among MIPs worldwide that recorded troubling cases. Te
statistics submitted on this observation are self-stated and, in
part, primarily based totally on the honesty and capability of
the members to remember, which might also consequently
make contributions to consider bias. In addition, the
COVID-19 pandemic is continuously and hastily emerging,
with a constantly evolving epidemiology, regularly afecting
the imaging fndings and imaging strategies used to cate-
gorize the diseases. Tere will be a lot to learn in the up-
coming months, that much is certain. Still, the writers wish
that this paper might be the primary technique to be ben-
efcial in summarizing current statistics for the front-line
scientifc imaging specialists in Jordan.

5. Conclusion

Te study observations suggest a basic understanding of
medical imaging professionals (MIPs) during COVID-19.
Te statement determined that more than two-thirds of
MIPs have adequate COVID-19 transmission and preven-
tion statistics. Tere was a confrontation over the high-
quality prognosis technique on the radiology department’s
side. Knowledge is a prerequisite for constructing acceptance
as accurate within the prevention, constructing a healthy
mindset, and fostering signifcant behavioral change. In

addition, most MIPs recognize the signs and symptoms of
COVID-19 and understand the protection methods. MIPs
know how vital the self-protection of medical professionals
is through social distancing and PPE use. Social media
awareness programs are the number one resource for
spreading safety measures. Such media campaigns ensure
safe practices for all. Overall, scientifc imaging specialists
and intern college students in Jordan displayed anticipated
degrees of knowledge and belief during COVID-19 and were
advised to observe the CDC and WHO guidelines for 100%
health safety measures.
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